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Phosphate Market

Entering a new bull market for phosphate
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Cautionary Statement

This presentation contains forward looking statements. All statements, other than statements of historical fact, included herein,
including without limitation, statements regarding potential mineralisation and reserves, exploration results and future plans and
objectives of Arianne Phosphate Inc, are forward-looking statements that involve various risks and uncertainties. There can be
no assurance that such statements will prove to be accurate and actual results and future events could differ materially from
those anticipated in such statements. Important factors that could cause actual results to differ materially from Arianne
Phosphate Inc’s (“Arianne Phosphate” or the “Company”) expectations are disclosed under the heading "Risk Factors" and
elsewhere in Arianne Phosphate Inc’s documents filed from time-to-time with the TSX Venture and other regulatory authorities.
Total resources include only measured and indicated resources. Mineral resources that are not mineral reserves do not have
demonstrated economic viability. There is no certainty that further exploration will result in upgrading this inferred resources in
indicated and/or measured resources.
All currency are in US $ unless otherwise stated.
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What is Phosphate?
1 of 3 macro nutrients
in fertilizer

§ Not all phosphate is the same (igneous vs sedimentary)
§ Growing environmental concerns regarding rock quality
‒ EU legislation restricting cadmium content for imported
phosphates
‒ Arianne is part of Safer Phosphates™
‒ Persistent environmental issues in Florida

N for Nitrogen

stimulates growth

P for Phosphate

for stem and root development

K for Potassium

for drought resistance
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Other Uses of Phosphate

§ Over 85% of world phosphate production is used for
fertilizer
‒ Expanded demand in specialty applications
§

Food preservatives

§

Animal feeds

§

Industrial processes

§ LFP (Lithium-Iron-Phosphate) batteries
‒ Growing acceptance of LFPs amongst car manufactures

arianne-inc.com
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§

Tesla

§

Volkswagen

§

Ford

§

Several Chinese automotive companies
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Global Phosphate Rock Market
§ Demand: Major Importers of Phosphate Rock

Supply is dominated by the Middle East & North Africa
§ Morocco is the world’s largest

‒ India: continued growth anticipated over near-medium
term

§ Tunisia and Syria: unrest has severely curtailed/ended
production

‒ Western Europe: demand for low cadmium material
(igneous advantage)

§ Jordan, Algeria, Egypt have been filling the void

‒ SE Asia: strong growth with continued ramp up of Phos
Acid production

§ Saudi Arabia only sells downstream products (MAP &
DAP)

‒ Latin America: forecast to increase in domestic
MAP/SSP production

§ Russia is the only producer of high-purity (39%) rock

‒ North America: declining quality + environment concern
of existing supply

§ Demand for phosphate grows approximately 1.5%2% per year

70% of traded
phosphate rock is
sourced from the
Middle East and
Northern Africa

‒ We need an additional 4-5M tonnes/year
‒ New supply will be required within the next few years

§ China: projected to move into deficit from their
historic position of equilibrium

arianne-inc.com
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Downstream
Intergrated
85%

Traded
15%

Other
30%
Middle East
and Northern
Africa 70%
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The Business of Phosphate
Arianne is the only
large-scale
source of independent phosphate rock from a low-risk

jurisdiction projected to come onstream within the next few years

§ 85% of the world’s phosphate rock production is integrated
§ Profitability is challenged when third-party rock is relied on
§ Many with surplus rock continue to expand downstream
‒ Morocco, Saudi Arabia and Russia all continue to expand their downstream production facilities

§ Most projected increases in phosphate rock production will be integrated downstream
‒ This will continue to challenge the profitability of non-integrated players

arianne-inc.com
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What is Driving this Fertilizer Price Rally?
Key Drivers in this Rally

Fertilizer prices
are rallying

to an extent that has
not been seen in nearly a decade

1) Global grain & oilseed markets have tightened quickly
− China is on a corn and soybean buying spree

2) Decarbonization

§ Despite this rally, they
remain well below
historical highs

− Move from coal-fired power plants to greater use of natural
gas
− Greater demands for bio-fuels leading to higher demand for
crops

§ Increasing
speculation of the
potential of a repeat
of 2008
§ This fertilizer price
rally has been largely
demand driven

3) Fertilizer inventories have been drawn down
− Should drive strong near-term fertilizer demand to rebuild
inventories

4) China has halted all exports of phosphate fertilizer

More than 100% increase
from lows of 2020

− This represents roughly 30% of the traded market

5) Russia has placed export quotas on many fertilizers

Source: CRU Fertilizers
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Strong Outlook for Fertilizer Demand
Corn - CME

Increasing crop
prices is key

in increasing fertilizer
demand & affordability

US Grower Cash Production Margins
Dramatic rise in
corn, soybean and
wheat prices since
April 2020

This agreement is yet another validation of
Arianne’s Lac à Paul project…Arianne’s product
will now have an even greater global reach by
leveraging on the operations and relationships of a
long-established, well respected international
fertilizer traders and expand our potential customer
Soybean
CME multinational buyers”
base
beyond-larger
– Brian Ostroff, CEO

Wheat - CME

Source: CRU, Fertecon, USDA, Bloomberg and Nutrien
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Global DAP & Phosphate Rock Prices
Select DAP
prices have

Tripled from its lows in 2020

Source: CRU
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Lac à Paul:

a World Class Project
§ Fully permitted and construction ready
§ Tier 1 mining jurisdiction
§ Excellent access to infrastructure
§ Significant improvements since 2013 FS
§ Premium (up to 40%) P2O5 concentrate
§ Offtake and marketing agreements in place

+26

472

78

1,000

C$12B

YEARS

MILLION TONNES

MILLION TONNES

JOBS CREATED

ECONOMIC BENEFIT

of mine life

reserve at 6.9% P2O5

of high-grade
concentrate
(up to 40% P2O5)

during the operation of
the mine

to the Saguenay-LacSaint-Jean region in
Quebec

(cut-off grade: 3.5% P2O5)

arianne-inc.com
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Strategically Located
Mining and investment-friendly jurisdiction with well developed
infrastructure in a stable and supportive environment

Confirmed access to 129 MW of
low-cost hydro power from
Chute-des-Passes Power Dam

Access to Global Markets
Proposed New Port
Infrastructure

Distance from mine to port: ~240 km
arianne-inc.com
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Large Resource Base
§ 27,617 ha land package covers the world’s largest anorthositic complex
§ Identified 9 large-scale igneous phosphate rock zones
§ Zones remain open in multiple directions and at depth
§ Resource base capable of supporting a +50-year mining operation
NI 43-101 Resource and Reserves Estimate
Zone
Paul + Extensions

Manouane
Nicole
Traverse
South TraMan

Cut-off

Category

Tonnage
(millions)

(% P2O5)

3.5
4.0
4.0
2.43
3.5
3.5
3.5

P&P
M&I
Inferred
M&I
Inferred
Inferred
Inferred

472.1*
702.7**
26.0
163.8
78.2
17.0
146.0

6.88
7.16
6.58
5.90
5.34
5.98
5.30

(% P2O5)

Grade

*P&P Reserves presented were estimated in the Feasability study published in October 2013.
**Paul + Extensions Zone: M+I Resources are inclusive of P&P reserves
Resources presented were published in press releases from February 18, 2015, July 16, 2014, May 15, 2014 and
November 8, 2011.
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Lac à Paul is Amongst the Largest Undeveloped
Phosphate Projects in the World
in M&I resource tonnage
ST
1

st
1

in concentrate
grade

1000
900
800
700
600
500
400
300
200
100
0

Tonnage

Contained P2O5 Resource

40%
38%
36%
34%
32%
30%
28%
26%
24%
22%
20%

Concentrate Grade

Lac a Paul

Hinda

Wonarah

Farim

Elandsfontein

Martison

Santana

Cabinda

Mantaro

Lac a Paul

Hinda

Wonarah

Farim

Elandsfontein

Martison

Santana

Cabinda

Mantaro

QC, Canada
FS

ROC
FS

Australia
FS

Farim
FS

South Africa
Construction

ON, Canada
Adv. Exp.

Brazil
FS

Angola
PEA

Peru
Adv. Exp.

Diamond
Mountain

Diamond
Mountain
UT, U.S.A.
Adv. Exp.

Chatham Rise

Average P2O5 Concentrate Grade

M&I Resources (M tonnes)

Largest Undeveloped Phosphate Projects Not Owned by a Major Fertilizer Producer

Chatham Rise
New Zealand
FS

Source: company reports
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Fully Permitted and Construction-Ready

Received all Major Permits to
Commence Construction
§

§

§

December 22, 2015: granted Ministerial
Decree and final approval from the Cabinet
of the Government of Quebec
May 2019: received permits for
construction of a 46 km long, 161 kV
power line and substation to the Chutedes-passes power dam
Received timber cutting permits at the
mine site

arianne-inc.com

Long-Standing Commitment to
Environmental Best Practices

Social License to Operate
§

June 2015: signed Cooperation Agreement
with Innu First Nations from Pessamit,
Essipit and Mashteuiatsh

§

Successfully remained carbon-neutral
throughout its exploration phase

§

We regularly offset our greenhouse gas
emissions by investing in sustainable
development and innovation projects

§

In 2015, established an independent
Monitoring Committee in compliance with
the Quebec Government’s Mining Law

− Provides structure for a future Impact and
Benefits Agreement

§

Agreement with residents of Zec MartinValin and Lake Neil to offset the impact of
future transport of concentrate

§

Maintained an open dialogue with all key
stakeholders in the region
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Significant Improvements from the 2013 FS
October 2013 Feasibility Study

Significant Improvements since 2013

§ Conventional open pit mine and 55K tpd concentrator
‒ Based exclusively on mining 472M tonnes of reserves at
6.88% P2O5 from the Paul Zone pit

2013 FS

Current Internal Estimate*
91% - 93%

90%

§ 25.75-year mining operation producing 3M tpy of highquality apatite concentrate (38.6% P2O5)

Recovery
+40%

§ Initial CAPEX estimate of US$1.2 billion based on a
C$0.9524:US$1.00 exchange rate

38.60%

§ Independently prepared by many of the top engineering
and consulting firms
−
−
−
−
−
−

Cegertec WorleyParsons
SGS Canada Inc.
Genivar
Hydro Ressources
Jorneaux Associates
CRU International

−
−
−
−
−

Concentrate Grade
$93.70

Integer Research
Goldminds Geoservices
Jacobs Engineering
COREM Labs
L. Nardella Associates

<$80

Cash Operating Costs (US$/tonne)

*Internal estimates that have not been verified by an independent NI 43-101 technical report

arianne-inc.com
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High-Quality P205 Concentrate
§ Extensive metallurgical testing by COREM Labs
§ Lac à Paul phosphate concentrate is very high quality

2013 Analysis from COREM Labs

‒

Low CaO/P2O5 ratio, leading to low sulfuric acid consumption rates

‒

High P2O5 recovery and high gypsum filtration rates are expected with this rock
when used as a feed for conventional wet process phosphoric acid production

‒

Low CaO/P2O5 ratio will generate low amounts of gypsum

‒

Low minor element ratio should facilitate easy production of high-quality
granular fertilizer products, such as MAP and DAP

§ July 2020 testing showed significant improvements in
concentrate grade and recoveries
‒ P2O5 concentrate grade of 40.25% vs. 38.6% in the 2013 FS
‒ Recoveries of 91.1%

- 93.2% vs. 90% in the 2013 FS

§ October 2020 testing has confirmed production of the same
quality concentrate at lower water temperatures (4°C vs 20°C)
‒ Lead to materially lower process heating costs

arianne-inc.com
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P2O5 Concentrate Grade
CaO
MgO
Fe2O3
Al2O3
SiO2
TiO2
Na2O
K2O
Cl
F
LOI
CaO:P2O5 Ratio
Minor Element Ratio

38.6%
51.25%
0.70%
2.00%
0.45%
1.55%
0.65%
0.37%
0.19%
0.06%
1.08%
0.54%
1.33:1
0.08:1
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Transportation Plan
§ Future phosphate concentrate to be transported ~240
km by truck from our processing plant to the deepwater port at Saint-Rose-du-Nord

Map showing the optimized trucking route

‒ 2013 Feasibility Study factors costs of upgrading roads

§ Worked with Alcoa Innovation and National Research
Council of Canada to redesign truck-trailer to increase
payload by 25% to 150 tonnes
‒ Significantly reduces transport costs and environmental
footprint

§ Amended land package to optimize transportation
costs while making a safer and easier route for drivers
§ Extensive consultation with local communities to gain
approval for this plan

arianne-inc.com
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Offtake and Marketing Agreements in Place
§ September/December 2018: executed two longterm off-take agreements with major customers

This agreement is yet another validation of
Arianne’s Lac à Paul project…Arianne’s product
will now have an even greater global reach by
leveraging on the operations and relationships of a
long-established, well respected international
fertilizer traders and expand our potential customer
base beyond larger multinational buyers”
– Brian Ostroff, CEO

‒ Concentrate production to be shipped to the buyers’
processing plant to produce downstream phosphate
products
‒ Floating pricing based on benchmark plus premium
to account for Lac à Paul’s high quality phosphate
concentrate

§ March 2019: agreement with Compagnie Indo
Française de Commerce (“CIFC”) to market and
sell Arianne’s high-purity, low-contaminant
phosphate concentrate into the Indian market
‒ CIFC is a private company based in New Delhi that is
involved in the trading, sale, marketing and supply of
critical raw materials to India, including fertilizers

arianne-inc.com
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Over a Decade in the Making…
Market Capitalization (C$M)

$160

Reached a market cap of nearly C$160M in 2012

$140
$120
$100

$80
$60
$40
$20

$0
Jan-2008

2008
ü Arianne reactivates Lac à
Paul Project

Jan-2009

Jan-2010

2010
ü Scoping and metallurgical
studies

Jan-2011

Jan-2012

2011
ü Metallurgical testing
ü PFS at 2M tpy

2012
ü PFS at 3M tpy
ü Extends Paul Zone to 3 km

Jan-2013

2013
ü Expands Paul Zone M&I
resource to 590Mt at 7%
P2O5
ü Pilot plant testing confirms
39% P2O5 concentrate and
90% recovery
ü EIA filed with Ministry of
Environment & Sustainable
Development
ü Lac à Paul Feasibility Study

arianne-inc.com
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Jan-2014

2014
ü Agreement for 115 MW of
power from Hydro-Quebec
ü 13% increase in M&I
resource at Paul Zone to
668Mt
ü Maiden resource (163Mt)
from the TraMan and
Traverse zones
ü Independent study confirms
significant regional economic
benefits of Lac à Paul

TSX-V:DAN

& Well Positioned for Phosphate Recovery

2015
ü Expanded M&I resource of
Paul Zone by 5% to 702.7M
tonnes
ü Successful public hearings
for EIA approval
ü Cooperation Agreement
with First Nations groups
ü Receives Ministerial Decree
and final approval for Lac à
Paul

arianne-inc.com

2016
ü Exercised options on land
for future port terminal
ü Quebec grants Arianne
20% discount on electrical
power

2017
ü MOU with Rio Tinto for
synergies on maritime
operations
ü Executed MOUs with key
project contractors,
suppliers and logistics

2018
ü Executed formal offtake
agreements
ü Port of Saguenay receives
go-ahead for North Shore
Terminal

ü MOU to investigate
phosphoric acid JV at
Belledune

2019
ü Agency agreement with
CIFC to sell future
production to Indian market
ü Report confirms high grade
60% merchant grade acid
from phosphoric acid plant
ü Announced partnership
with New Brunswick
Government
ü Independent study
estimates massive regional
economic benefits from Lac
à Paul
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2020
ü Metallurgical tests
demonstrate higher
concentrate grades and
recoveries
ü Optimization tests
demonstrate ability to
process at much lower
water temperatures

2021
ü Extended the credit facility
by 5 years and reduced
interest rate to 8%
ü Repaid C$6.6M of the
credit facility from proceeds
of exercised warrants
ü Converted C$5.9M in
subordinated debt into
shares
ü $5.75M raised through a
bought deal financing
ü Initiated work to qualify
Arianne Phosphoric Acid
for LFP battery industry
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Downstream Opportunity: Belledune Project
§ In October 2019, received a final report
demonstrating the value-added
processing potential of Lac à Paul’s
concentrates

Flowsheet of Potential Downstream Processing

‒ Production of 60% P205 merchant-grade
acid (MGA), compared to the typical 52%
MGA (higher margin product)
‒ Production of commercially valuable
gypsum by-product

§ Ongoing discussion with many potential
partners regarding a future potential
phosphoric acid plant
§ Arianne has partnered with the Province
of New Brunswick for the review of
constructing a phosphoric acid plant in
Belledune

arianne-inc.com
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Capital Markets Profile
Capital Structure
Ticker
Share Price (November 19, 2021)
52-Week Trading Range
Basic Shares Outstanding

Share Ownership
TSX-V: DAN
C$0.55

185.4M
6.0M1

Warrants

45.8M2

FD Shares Outstanding

237.2M1

Market Capitalization (Basic)

C$102M

Cash (as of Sept 30, 2021)

C$5.4M

Debt (as of Sept 30, 2021)

C$25.9M3

(Last 12 Months)

Windermere Family of
Funds
7.5%
Investissement
Quebec
5.4%

Retail & Other
66.4%

C$0.17 – C$0.66

Options

Share Price and Volume

Mercury
16.2%

Management
& Directors
4.5%

Strengthened balance sheet following C$12.5M reduction in debt, extension of credit facility by 5 years and
reduction in interest rate from 15% to 8% (~C$3M in annual savings)
1.
2.
3.

6,037,083 options outstanding with a weighted average exercise price of C$0.69 and a weighted average life of 5.4 years
45,794,675 warrants outstanding with a weighted average exercise price of C$0.43 and a weighted average life of 3.5 years
• 32M of those warrants are subject to a warrant blocker provision
Debt outstanding includes the following:
• C$25.9M outstanding from a secured credit line with Mercury Financing Corp. that bears interest at 8% p.a. and matures on March 2026

arianne-inc.com
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Proven & Experienced Leadership

+200 years

Dominique Bouchard │ Executive Chairman
§
§

of combined experience

§

James Cowley │ Director

Jeffrey Beck │ CEO and Director
§
§

40+ years experience in mining and trading industries
Founding Managing Partner of Ocean Partners Holding Limited

Brian Ostroff │ President and Director
§
§

§

Extensive knowledge of the Lac a Paul Project, previous Mining Director at
Arianne

arianne-inc.com

§

Held positions with many international resource companies including Exxon,
Climax Molybdenum, Bond International Gold and Rio Tinto
30+ year veteran (retired) of Cargill and Mosaic, most recently as Senior VP
in the Phosphates division

Marco Gagnon │ Director
§

20+ years in Quebec mining exploration/development

§

Former CEO of Adventure Gold and current VP of Probe Metals

Siva Pillay │ Director

Raphael Gaudreault │ COO
Over 15 years of experience in mining engineer. Held positions with
ArcelorMittal and IAMGOLD focused on mine development and optimization

Experienced metallurgical engineer with over 30 years of experience

§

Has served as Financial Controller of Arianne Phosphate since 2010
Specialized in financial reporting compliance for junior listed resource
companies, forecast development and financial modeling

§

§

Steven Pinney │ Director

30+ years experience in capital markets
Held numerous roles at RBC Dominion, Goodrich Capital, Partner at
Windermere Capital

Pier-Elise Hebert-Tremblay │ CFO
§
§

33-year veteran of Alcan and Rio Tinto, having most recently served as
President of Rio Tinto Iron & Titanium until his retirement in May 2013
Responsible for the operations and implementation of the strategy
development for Primary Metal Saguenay-Lac-Saint-Jean
Native of the Chicoutimi area and expert of the local community

§

20+ years in accounting, law, trade and project and off-take finance

§

CEO of Ocean Partners

Claude Lafleur │ Director
§

24

30+ years in agribusiness, including roles as CEO of Coop federee ($9B agrifood organization), IFFCO Canada (India’s largest fertilizer company) and
Angels Quebec
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Developing the Next Major Phosphate Mine
Premier, lowrisk mining
jurisdiction
3M tpy of
premium (up
to 40% P2O5)
concentrate

“The Lac à Paul project will be the lowest cost
igneous producer when it comes on stream...”
“Considering the high P2O5 content and other
desirable qualities of the Lac à Paul rock, it
appears that the project will be highly
competitive in the traded rock market”
~

Proven
demand with
offtake
agreements in
place

from a market review by CRU Fertilizers,
a leader in global fertilizer market analysis

Fully
permitted &
constructionready

Lac à Paul:
a World
Class Project
Access to lowcost hydro-power,
deep-water port &
global markets
World’s largest
igneous deposit
Supports a +50year mine life

arianne-inc.com
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Contact Information

Jeffrey Beck │ CEO

§ 393 Racine St. E., Suite 200

§ Tel: 1 607-783-2384 / 1 860-868-1385

§ Chicoutimi, Quebec

§ Email: jeff.beck@arianne-inc.com

§ G7H 1T2, Canada

Brian Ostroff│ President & Director

§ Tel: 418-549-7316

§ Tel: 514-908-4202

§ Email: info@arianne-inc.com

§ Email: brian.ostroff@arianne-inc.com

Visit us at arianne-inc.com

